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Abstract
ITER divertor and edge modelling with the ITER B2-EIRENE code including neutral–neutral
and molecule–ion collisions has led to updated scaling of the helium density and flux and the
DT flux with the pumping speed and the divertor neutral pressure. The replacement of carbon
by the addition of seeded impurities (neon) strongly modifies the upstream DT density and
DT neutral influx at constant detachment state, i.e. divertor neutral pressure and has a smaller
influence on the peak divertor power load. The core plasma performance is modelled with the
integrated Core-Pedestal-SOL (ICPS) model implemented in ASTRA; the operating window
with seeded impurities is smaller than with DT injection alone.
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1. Introduction
B2-EIRENE modelling has been applied extensively to model the ITER divertor with
carbon divertor plates. We now use routinely the B2-Eirene code package version
solps4.2 [1-4], which relies on a nonlinear model of neutral particle transport, including
neutral-neutral and molecule-ion collisions. The model assumptions are those of [1]. We fix
the plasma power entering the scrape-off layer (SOL) at 100 MW, fix the D ion flow from the
core across the core-edge interface (CEI) at 17 Pa - m3s−1 , and vary the density WITH the flux
injected by gas puffing. D2 gas is puffed in, usually from the top, and pumped out via the duct
€
in the private flux region at the bottom of the chamber. The plasma contains ions and atoms

of D (representing both D and T), He, and C, as well as D2 molecules. The present paper
extends the previous simulations by a) updating the scaling of the edge parameters (from that
of [2]) for variations of DT flux and helium density and flux with pumping speed and neutral
pressure, b) removing carbon and introducing seed neon impurity to commence simulation of
the later phase of ITER operation, and c) determining the effect of the impurity seeding on the
operating window of ITER following [5,6].
2. Scaling of Edge Parameters
In previous work ([2] and references therein) the key parameter for determining the edge
plasma parameters was found to be
−1 -1.21
µ ≡ pDT # P −0.87
f f−0.8 f w−1 q−0.27
#
95 # f nn R#

(1)

This is proportional to p DT # , the normalised average divertor neutral pressure at the entrance

€
to the private flux region. Here R# represents the normalised divertor radius, P # the power
entering the SOL normalised by R#3 , and q95# , the normalised safety factor. The normalisation

€
€
factors are given in [2], as are the other factors depending on type of fuelling, wall, and
neutral model, respectively f f , f w and f nn .

€

The edge-based density limit is taken to occur at detachment of the inner divertor ( µ = 1)
because of increased neutral influx to the core beyond this point. As shown in [2] the DT
€
separatrix density varies as µ 0.43 , i.e. the density analogue of µ is the ratio of the edge density

to that at detachment, f sat_n = µ 0.43 .

€
€
Initial results reported in [2] with the nonlinear neutral model indicated that the DT neutral
€
flux was higher (factor 2) and the helium density and flux at the separatrix were lower (factor
0.33) than for the less complete linear neutral model but the scaling had then not yet been
determined. We have now varied both pumping speed and throughput (i.e. p DT # ), with results
in Fig. 1. Both the original dome F12 and a more recent smaller dome, F47 (see [4]) are
shown.
The results can be well represented by:

ΓDT ≡ 36 f f-4.3 S#0.5 f w

€

0.44

1.03 0.7
q−0.2
[Pa - m3s-1 ]
95 # R# µ

n He _ sep = k n _ Heµ -1

for µ < 0.65,

kn _ He µ -1 t < n He _ sep < k n _ He (0.65) -1

for 0.65 < µ < 1,

(2)

(3)

0.79 0.15
where kn _ He = 0.001 f He f f−4 S#−0.7 ξ ei−0.1 q−0.85
[10 20 m-3 ]
95 # P # R#

€

ΓHe _ n _ sep = kΓ _ Heµ−0.86

for µ < 0.65

kΓ _ He µ−0.86 < ΓHe _ n _ sep < kΓ _ He (0.65)−0.86

for 0.65 < µ < 1,

(4)

where k Γ _ He ≡ 0.08 f He f f−2 S#−0.7 P #0.22 R#-1.46 [Pa - m3s-1 ]
Here S# is the engineering pumping speed for D2 molecules at the duct entrance,

€

normalised to 114 m3s−1 (see discussion in [3], Sec. 2).

€

These low- µ fits extrapolated to µ = 1 for dome F12 are close to the preliminary factors of
€
[2] relative to the less complete linear neutral model, i.e. 2.44, 0.37, and 0.3 for DT flux,
€ flux, respectively. The variation with pumping speed and with µ
€ density, and helium
helium

is stronger for the DT flux and weaker for the helium quantities than for the linear model, and,

€

importantly the helium quantities increase much less rapidly toward lower DT pressure than
the previous scaling based on the linear model (exponents 1 and 0.86 rather than 2 and 2). As
seen in Fig. 1, the smaller dome F47 results in slightly lower helium levels. For the more
complete nonlinear model, the helium quantities depart from the low- µ fits above µ > 0.65 ,
are up to 50% higher at µ = 1, and then decrease again.
3. Effect of neon impurity seeding

€

€

€
Impurity seeding is useful to reduce the peak power load on a future carbon-free divertor.

We have varied the neon concentrations at the separatrix in the range 0.001 < c Ne < 0.03 using
the same particle and energy reflection coefficients at the wall as for carbon, but with zero

€
carbon erosion. (A variant, several runs with neon, full beryllium
walls and self-consistent
beryllium sputtering, yielded low Be concentration c Be ~ 0.005 and low Be radiated power 24 MW, with other values similar to the carbon-free cases with neon so that this will not be
discussed further.)
The resulting radiated power for dome F12 (Fig. 2a) varies little with c Ne for c Ne > 0.01,
and is slightly below the radiation in the carbon case. However (Fig. 2b) the radiation in the
inner divertor volume for the Ne cases is 2/3 the value for the C €
case at €
µ = 1, down to 1/3 at
lower pressures (for the outer divertor volume, the corresponding values are 100% and 80%).
€ for the C case and the low
This is attributed to the energy-independent chemical erosion

radiation of neon below 10 eV. The plasma at the inner divertor target remains somewhat
hotter (Fig. 3a) and the power to that target is higher than with C for µ < 1. Detachment is
described by the same µ for C and Ne, i.e. no additional factor is required. Whereas for C and
€
for neon at low c Ne the power maximum is on the outer divertor plate, it is on the inner

€
divertor plate for c Ne > 0.01 and µ < 1. For the inner target with neon, the scaling is similar to
that for€the outer target with carbon, but the numerical value is 30% lower and independent of
€

c Ne in this range. (Since the maximum does not occur on the same divertor plate as for C,
differences in flux expansion, divertor plate angle, and divertor length also play a role).

€

Therefore, to a good approximation,
q pk |Ne = 0.7q pk |C

(5)

With the nonlinear neutral model, q pk |C is given by the scaling of [2] for dome F47, and 1.2
€
times this scaling for the older dome F12 .
€
The DT density varies strongly with c Ne at given throughput (i.e. the same µ ), Fig. 4a. As

c Ne increases for c Ne ≥ 0.01, the power available for DT dissociation, ionisation, and
€
€
excitation decreases and n DT decreases.
To a very good approximation (Fig. 4b),

€

€

nDT_sep |Ne + 40n Ne_sep |Ne = 1.45nDT_sep |C µ −0.34 for c Ne ≤ 0.01

€

n DT_sep |C is given by the scaling of [2] for dome F47, ~ µ

0.43

(6)

, and 0.8 times this scaling for the

older dome F12.
€

Neon is ionised to 8.8 at the separatrix,€and the total ionisation energy required to attain
this state is about 100 times that of DT per atom. Given the profiles of Z, different residence
times and different ratios of excitation to ionisation of Ne and DT, the factor 40 in Eq. 6 is
broadly consistent with this ratio. The decrease in n DT engenders a strong decrease in n e ,
albeit somewhat smaller (80% over the range shown) than that of n DT , and this in turn is

€ power is almost invariant with
€ c Ne for
responsible for the fact that the radiated
0.01 < c Ne < 0.03 .

€
€

As the neon concentration increases, the helium density and neutral flux at the separatrix
progressively decrease by factors of 2.2 and 7.5, respectively, below Eq. 3 and 4. This is
tentatively attributed to lower DT and electron densities in the divertor plasma, leading to

lower opacity of this plasma to neutrals and more efficient pumping (the reduction of helium
is stronger in the inner divertor), but the details remain to be worked out.
4. Operating diagram
The scaling relations of [2] and the present updated values, including those for neon
seeding, from Eq. 1 to 5, are input quantities to the core plasma simulations with the
integrated model described in [5,6], which calculates the edge pedestal width and height and
has been shown [6] consistent with experimental scalings of pressure at the top of the
pedestal. Following [5,6], we determine the operating window characterising ITER
performance in the space Q - Palpha . The window is determined by 5 limits: 1) Q = 5 , 2) the
LH back transition, taken equal to the forward transition to provide a margin, 3) Palpha _ max , the

€
€ beyond which higher density no longer yields higher
low-temperature€limit
fusion power, 4)
the edge density limit determined from the edge scaling at detachment
€ with a margin 0.9,

f sat _ n = µ 0.43 = 0.9 , replacing the Greenwald limit, and 5) the available external power Paux .
(The beta limit is not attained here [6]).

€

€
Each operating window corresponds to a constant q pk , which is adjusted by gas puffing
3

and/or neon seeding. Gas puffing in ITER yields little core fuelling, ~ 20 Pa − m /s (Fig. 1)

€ core fuelling must be provided differently (e.g.
because of the SOL opacity to neutrals, so that
shallow pellet injection r /a = 0.85 ). Both with C and neon,€the helium concentration is low
for these conditions and has little effect on the operating window.

€

The operating window is shown in Fig. 5 for carbon cases and for carbon-free cases with a
ratio n Ne _ sep

n e = 0.45% , which corresponds to n Ne _ sep n e _ sep = 1% −1.5% across the

window i.e. the scaling of Sec. 3 for q pk and n DT is valid. Despite the lower q pk with neon

€ in Q and Palpha (Fig. 5) at q pk = 10 , where the
€ (Eq. 5) the operating window is reduced both
€

€

€

€

€

€

edge density limit does not play a strong role. However, with neon the core fuelling required
for the same Palpha is somewhat larger, but less gas puffing is needed so that the total
throughput is smaller by a factor 2 (Fig. 5). Another method of reducing throughput, reducing
the pumping
speed, was found to have little effect on the operating window down to 0.5 of the
€
nominal pumping speed but beyond that the edge density limit acts and reduces the attainable

Palpha [6].
When a more stringent condition, q pk = 5 , is specified and very strong gas puffing would

€

be required, the edge density limit strongly constricts the operating window at high Palpha , and
neon seeding then increases€ the operating window in Palpha (but not in Q since neon core

€

radiation reduces the SOL power and the LH transition margin).
5. Conclusions

€

€

Previously obtained scaling laws from edge modelling have been updated, and the effect of
neon seeding has been determined. DT neutral influx to the core is higher than with less
complete models but still remains small, whereas the helium scaling toward lower DT
pressures is more benign than previous scalings. With neon seeding in carbon-free cases, the
radiated power is similar to that with carbon but the peak power load shifts to the inner
divertor plate and is 30% lower, and both helium density and neutral flux are again reduced.
The major effect is on the deuterium density, which decreases strongly as neon concentration
increases because less power is available for DT ionisation. These relations are used as inputs
to core modelling to determine the operating window. Impurity seeding leads to an increase in
the operating window only when a lower, more stringent peak power condition is specified
and excessive gas puffing would be required to achieve it. For moderately high peak power
levels, neon seeding reduces the operating window; it has, however, the advantage of
lowering the throughput required for a given peak power load and, although this has no effect

on the operating window for these parameters, reducing the helium density and influx. The
transition to carbon-free divertor operation with low seeding has not yet been fully explored.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1. DT neutral flux (a, left) and helium density (b, right) at the separatrix versus µ (Eq. 1
and text), proportional to DT neutral pressure in the divertor, for two different dome
€
configurations (F12 and F47, see text) and engineering pumping speed Se in m3s−1 : 60 (F12),

56 (F47) and 28 (F47). "Fit" are the values from Eq. 2 and 3 at low µ .
€
€
Fig. 2. Radiated power, both total (a, left) and within inner divertor volume (b, right) versus µ
€
(Eq. 1), for carbon and for carbon-free operation with separatrix neon concentrations marked
€
in legend. "Fit Ne" and "Fit C" are fits given in the text (used in subsequent figures).

Fig. 3. Maximum electron temperature at the inner divertor plate (a, left) and maximum peak
power per unit area on either divertor plate (b, right) versus µ (Eq. 1) for cases and legend of
Fig. 2.
€
Fig. 4. DT density n DT _ sep (a, left) and combined density n DT _ sep + 40n Ne _ sep (b, right), at the

separatrix versus µ (see Eq. 1), for cases and legend of Fig. 2.
€
€
Fig. 5. ITER operating diagram in the plane Q versus alpha particle power Palpha with limiting
€
curves (see text) for Q = 5 , LH transition, Palpha_max , edge density limit f sat _ n = µ 0.43 = 0.9 , and
€
Paux = 73 MW , with contours of total DT throughput ΓDT _ tot for peak power q pk = 10 with

€
€
€
carbon walls (left) and carbon-free walls with neon density n Ne _ sep / n e = 0.45% (middle).
€

€
€
Operating diagrams with q pk = 10 and 5, carbon and carbon-free walls are superposed (right).
€
Area outside limits indicated white or pink in left and middle.

€
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